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A new year begins—2014

Ross Guistino

The NorCal AMC Auto Group once again gathered at the Round Table Pizza place at 2065 Occidental Road, Santa
Rosa on January 16th. This marks the 14th year that our odd little group of odd little cars has broke bread together and I, for one, feel proud to call myself a NorCal AMCer. We are a great group of folks that happen to like
cars that not everyone understand nor appreciates.
Mark E. once again heads up the helm as President and I look forward to another great year of interesting conversation, fun and good times. We gained a new Club Member this year, well actually a new old member, Asif
Chaudhri. Asif (ah-sef) was a member about ten years ago, moved out of the area, moved back recently and is
now involved with AMCs more than ever. We are happy to have him back.
Our January meeting was a small one with appearances by me, Nolan, The Bocklunds, Mark, Ricahrd, Walt and
Asif, with Nolan, me, Mark and Walt driving our AMCs. We discussed Nolan’s Pacer’s issues--oil drips, exhaust
leak and a rack & pinion that needs a rebuild. We’re not sure if this is a candidate for a Work Day or not. We announced at this meeting the sale of Greta to Asif. I bought this ‘75 Gremlin X in mid-2000 from Eddie Stakes.
Drove it home from Houston and poured $$$ into it for ten years before finally throwing in the ole AMC towel and
parked her. With Asif’s knowledge and mechanical talent, I hope to see the old girl back on the road garnering the
looks and laughs that she’s used to getting. During the meeting we also came up with some important dates, see
the yellow box below. Be sure to get these dates on your social calendar.

IMPORTANT DATES!

Next Meeting - 3/20
Work Day - 3/30

Julliard Show - 6/15
Pizza Night - 8/21
Picnic - 9/20
On January 19th, Asif
Chaudhri bought my
Greta the Gremlin and
hauled her off to his
house in Penngrove. His
plan is to make Greta a
commute car. To date, he
got her started (after sitting for four years in my
driveway) and had a short
run to the grocery store. I
hope to see her on the
road soon. Goodbye,
Greta, but you’re in good
hands with Asif.

For February, we had a great turnout. The AMC crowd was in full force tonight: Me, Charlie (it was his month to
be in the AMC group instead of the Mustangs next door), Nolan, Richard, Mark (and family), Valerie (Mike was
home with the flu--get well soon, Mike!), Walt, All-Auto Dave, Wayne, The Andrews, Asif, Gean and pulling up the
rear, Tyson.
We had FIVE AMCs in the parking lot tonight: Me, Asif, Walt, Nolan and Mark. It is so cool to see so many of our
vehicles in the lot these days. I remember a time when nobody drove their cars simply because nobody’s cars
were in good working order. Times have changed and we’re getting a stronger showing every month. Keep it up
gang!
The annual NorCal AMC Auto Group calendars were distributed tonight to all members who paid dues. Terrie did
her usual outstanding job putting it together, and it was very well received. Thanks to all who sent in some new
pics of their cars to add to the calendar pages. And speaking of pics, Nolan mentioned that he changed the
owner’s name of Greta from me to Asif on the NorCal AMC wall at Norm’s Resteraunt in Larkfield. We also decided to keep non-member’s cars on the wall. We also discussed having a Work Day at Asif’s house, to work on
new carpet kits for Mark’s Hornet, install windows seals on Connor’s car, assist John with adjusting his carpet and
if time permits, install Wayne’s carpet kit. Work day is slated for March 30th.
This was a good start to a new year. See you at the meetings! -ross

Acceleration explained

Submitted by Nolan Dehner

Ever wonder why a Top Fuel dragster gets a rebuilt engine after each run? Stay with this- even if you aren't a 'car
nut', this is stunning.
* One Top Fuel dragster outfitted with a 500 cubic-inch replica Dodge (actually Keith Black, etc) Hemi engine
makes more horsepower (8,000 HP) than the first 4 rows of cars at NASCAR's Daytona 500.
* Under full throttle, a dragster engine will consume 11.2 gallons of nitro methane per second. A fully loaded Boeing 747 consumes jet fuel at the same rate but with 25% less energy being produced.
* A stock Dodge Hemi V8 engine cannot produce enough power to even drive the dragster's supercharger.
* With 3000 CFM of air being rammed in by the supercharger on overdrive, the fuel mixture is compressed into a
near-solid form before ignition. Cylinders run on the verge of hydraulic lockup at full throttle.
* At the stoichiometric 1.7:1 air/fuel mixture for nitro methane the flame front temperature measures 7050 degrees F.
* Nitro methane burns yellow. The spectacular white flame seen above the stacks at night is raw burning hydrogen, dissociated from atmospheric water vapor by the searing exhaust gases.
* Dual magnetos supply 44 amps to each spark plug, which is typically the output of an electric arc welder in each
cylinder.
* Spark plug electrodes are totally consumed during a pass. After 1/2 way thru the run, the engine is 'dieseling'
from compression and the glow of the exhaust valves at 1400 degrees F. The engine can only be shut down by cutting the fuel flow.
* If spark momentarily fails early in the run, unburned nitro builds up in the affected cylinders and then explodes
with enough sufficient force to blow the cylinder heads off the block in pieces or split the block in half !!
* Dragsters reach over 300 MPH +... before you have completed reading this sentence.
* In order to exceed 300 MPH in 4.5 seconds, a dragster must accelerate an average of over 4 G's. In order to
reach 200 MPH well before reaching half-track, at launch the acceleration approaches 8 G's.
* Top Fuel engines turn approximately 540 revolutions from light to light!
* Including the burnout, the engine must only survive 900 revolutions under load.
* The redline is actually quite high at 9500 RPM.
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* THE BOTTOM LINE: Assuming all the equipment is paid for, the pit crew is working for free, & NOTHING BLOWS
UP, each run will cost an estimated $1,000 per second.
0 to 100 MPH in .8 seconds (the first 60 feet of the run)
0 to 200 MPH in 2.2 seconds (the first 350 feet of the run)
6 g-forces at the starting line (nothing accelerates faster on land)
6 negative g-forces upon deployment of twin 'chutes at 300 MPH

An NHRA Top Fuel Dragster accelerates quicker than any other land vehicle on earth . . .quicker than a jet fighter
plane . . . quicker than the space shuttle....or snapping your fingers!!
The current Top Fuel dragster elapsed time record is 4.420 seconds for the quarter-mile (2004, Doug Kalitta).
The top speed record is 337.58 MPH as measured over the last 66' of the run (2005, Tony Schumacher).
Let's now put this all into perspective:
Imagine this...........You are driving a new $140,000 Lingenfelter twin-turbo powered Corvette Z-06. Over a mile up
the road, a Top Fuel dragster is staged & ready to 'launch' down a quarter-mile strip as you pass. You have the advantage of a flying start. You run the 'Vette hard, on up through the gears and blast across the starting line & pass
the dragster at an honest 200 MPH.... The 'tree' goes green for both of you at that exact moment. The dragster
departs & starts after you. You keep your foot buried hard to the floor, and suddenly you hear an incredibly brutally screaming whine that sears and pummels your eardrums & within a mere 3 seconds the dragster effortlessly
catches & passes you. He beats you to the finish line, a quarter-mile away from where you just passed him. Think
about it: From a standing start, the dragster had spotted you 200 MPH.....and it not only caught, but nearly blasted
you off the planet when he passed you within a mere 1320 foot long race !!!!
That, my friends.....is acceleration.
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Asif Chaudhri….A new old Member

Ross Guistino

This year we gained a new member who actually was a part of the NorCal AMCs for a brief time about ten years ago, before he moved
out of the area. Here is his story which brings him back to our group of misfit cars. This was taken from his blog. Enjoy.

And Greta makes four…

Posted on January 20, 2014 by asifnyc

I’ve been in the new house for six months now and am settling in and looking around for how to make use of all the space I have now
(read, looking for more AMC’s to buy). One day it dawned on me that there was an AMC club in Santa Rosa and I’m like 15 minutes from
Santa Rosa now. I actually went to one of their meetings 10 years ago. I drove the yellow Javelin. But it was a long drive from where I was
living and so I never made another meeting. I decided I’m so close now I should see if the club is still going and try to get involved. So I
jumped on the internet and did a search and couldn’t find any reference to the club. I thought they must not exist anymore. Then I remembered I’d actually exchanged emails with a club member a few years ago. He was selling an AMC part on craigslist and I responded.
He recognized my email address and told me who he was. We exchanged a few emails and that was that. Well I dug up that email and
contacted him and asked him if the club was still going and he said it was and that the next meeting was the following week (this was in
December).
So I went to the meeting and recognized some people
who had been there 10 years before. At the meeting I
mentioned that I was in the market for another Gremlin. I was told that another member, Ross, had one and
might be thinking of selling it. After the holidays I followed up and turns out Ross lives 10 minutes from me.
He said to come over and I could check out the Gremlin.
He’s got a v8 Gremlin and this 6 cylinder car had been
sitting in his driveway, unused, for 4 years. We agreed
on a price and that I’m come by the next weekend to
pick it up. So yesterday I drove over with the trailer and
winched it on and brought it home.
After getting it unloaded I messed around with it and
confirmed that it was getting spark and had fuel in the
carb. Then I turned the key and it fired up! Ross had said
he’d parked the car because it had been unreliable and
had stalled and stranded him a couple of times. I let the
car idle for 20 minutes, then shut it down for 2 minutes
and then started it again. Fired right up. So, I guess I’m going to have to start driving it longer and longer trips until it dies and hope I can
figure out what the issue is. Goal for this car is a reliable daily driver. It’s 3rd in line though behind the race Javelin and the track Gremlin
so this is going to be a slow project.
Here’s some specs:
258, 3spd, not the original motor, AC car but compressor is missing, had carpet but Ross put the carpet in his v8 Gremlin and put the rubber floor mats in this one. Turn signals and temp gauge don’t seem to work. looks to have been hit in the passenger quarter panel. pretty
thick bondo is visible. At some point I’ll dig it all out and see how bad the damage is. Car was purchased in 2000 from Eddie Stakes in
Texas.
The car has a name, Greta. I’ve never been one for naming cars but that’s what Ross calls this car (and everyone in the AMC club knows
the car as Greta) so I guess that’s what I’ll call it. Now that I have 4 AMC’s (and am looking for more) I’m starting to appreciate the idea of
naming them. It’s getting annoying to say “yellow javelin”, “race Javelin”… I can’t even just use years anymore because both Gremlin’s
are 1975… I’ve got ideas for names for the Javelin’s but I’ll save that for another post.
So that’s the scoop. Stay tuned.
**********************************
For more Asif news, visit his website and blog:
History on his yellow '73 street Javelin: http://asifnyc.com/1973-javelinamx/history/
Pretty much everything AMC related Asif’s done in the last 5 years is in his blog... asifnyc.com
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Tyson’s Favorite Custom AMCs

Tyson Barbera

Since I'm building the
Porvette I decided to do a
Google image search of
custom AMC cars.
Here are a few of my favorites.
The blue Pacer Pickup is something I want to build in the future.
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This and That

Ross Guistino

-----Original Message----From: amc-list-bounces@list.amc-list.com [mailto:amc-list-bounces@list.amc-list.com] On Behalf
Of Frank Swygert
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 3:27 PM
To: amc-list@list.amc-list.com
Subject: Re: [AMC-list] 56 Chris Craft w/327 AMC Power
Gray Marine converted AMC V-8s for marine use from around 1956-67. Gray Marine was owned by
Continental Engines from June 1944 until Continental closed them in 1967. As far as I know the
only V-8s they converted were from AMC, as Continental didn't make a V-8 of their own. A lot
of Continental four and six cylinder engines were converted, of course!
Before Continental bought Gray they converted Studebaker sixes and some Hercules fours and
sixes (from about 1924-44). They supposedly used some Pontiac engines, and they marinized the
GMC 6-71 diesel for use in WWII landing craft (the larger ones, not the little ones -- many of
those used Crosley four cylinders).
-Frank Swygert
Editor - American Motors Cars Magazine
www.amc-mag.com
NASCAR and Indy Car Legend Richard “Dick” Dolan Passes:
http://www.streetlegaltv.com/news/nascar-and-indy-car-legend-richard-dick-dolan-passes/?utm_source=rss
Submitted via The AMC List online, by Eddie Stakes, a video of a unique (just
like our AMCs!) “village”:
https://www.youtube.com/embed/ACkmg3Y64_s?rel=0

-----Original Message----From: amc-list-bounces@list.amc-list.com [mailto:amc-list-bounces@list.amc-list.com] On Behalf Of ted Dooling
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 12:31 PM
To: amc-list@list.amc-list.com
Subject: [AMC-list] Hornet was a good looking car
I have no technical questions, just a comment on the car that made me a lifelong AMC fan. I recently spoke
with a 30 year old that told me he had a Hornet a few years back and called it "an ugly car". When my dad
bought his brand new Hornet in 1970 it was considered a very cool looking car with those flared fenders, long
hood/short trunk and low profile. Everywhere we went in town people had positive comments about our Hornet's
style. Funny how the passing of two generations of time can change people's perceptions of style.
Ted Dooling
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Is it Legal to Tint My Car Windows in California?

Submitted by Nolan Dehner

An email from Michael Puente of Acme Tinting was sent to Nolan a few months back.
According to the California Highway Patrol (CHP), there are three (3) main legal restrictions for window tint on a car in the State of
California:
1) Front passenger’s windows cannot have after-market tint. (Keep reading…)
2) Windshields cannot have after-market tint.
3) If the rear window (rear windshield) receives aftermarket tint, the vehicle must have exterior rear view mirrors on both the left
and right sides of the vehicle.
The good news is that the California tint law does allow the use of certain tint on the front side passenger windows on a motor vehicle. However, the tint film must be:
1) transparent,
2) clear and
3) colorless. Keep reading…
Therefore, you can apply transparent, clear, colorless tint to the front side windows which will reject harmful UV rays.
Although it is not technically legal, some clients opt to apply window tinting to the front side windows that is not transparent, clear
and colorless, but is several shades lighter than the rear window tint. Some clients feel the contrast between the light and dark tint
makes the light tint much less conspicuous, and nearly undetectable.
Remember, the only people whose opinions really matter are the Police department and California Highway Patrol. Illegal tinting is
probable cause to pull you over. So if you like to stop for happy hour on the way home from work, front passenger window tinting
gives the cops a reason to pull you over. Most cops just want a clear view into the passenger compartment.
Front Windshield Tinting
The California tint law also prohibits front windshield tinting, but allows visor tint strips. There are very detailed specifications for
visor strips, but it’s doubtful that any CHP or Police would know the details and have a tape measure on hand to check your compliance.
Medical Exemptions to California Window Tinting Laws
Some States that disallow after-market tinting on the windshield or front passenger’s windows, allow medical exemptions. However,
1) California does not allow medical exemptions to the motor vehicle window tint laws.
Darkness of Tinting
California allows any darkness of tint to be used on the rear windows.
Tint Reflectivity
Window tinting must be no more reflective than a regular window glass. Therefore, mirrored or shinny tint is not allowed, nor is
colored (red, green, blue, yellow) tint allowed.
State of California Resources
For further confirmation of the information on this page please visit the California Highway Patrol window tint webpage:
California Highway Patrol FAQ
And the California Department of Motor Vehicles California Highway Partol window tint laws webpages:
California Department of Motor Vehicles Tinting Laws
California Department of Motor Vehicles Tinting Laws 2
Window Tint Application
Does the tint go on the inside of the car or the outside? The tint film is applied to the inside off all glass.
*This website does not offer legal advice and only offers personal opinions. You should verify all information at the California DMV
website and the California Highway Patrol website. Links are given above.
By Michael Puente
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Vivo, circa late 2003, found in a backyard in Concord, CA and Now

"Dedicated To The Proliferation And Enjoyment Of All Things American Motors"
NorCal AMCs Auto Group

Newsletter Editor: Ross Guistino
Email: rossg@sonic.net
Newsletter suggestions, articles and pictures are
always welcomed and encouraged. Send your
information via the email address noted above or mail
your thoughts to:
Ross Guistino
NorCal AMCs
7869 Montero Drive
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
707.799.3191

Rambler, Nash, Hudson...AMC! Do you or someone you know own or used to
own an old Rambler, or perhaps a Gremlin? You're not alone. There is a small
group of car owners who are proud of their American Motors heritage and meet
the third Thursday of every month at 7 p.m. at Round Table Pizza, 2065 Occidental Road in Santa Rosa. We call ourselves the NorCal AMCs. Everyone is
welcome to attend. Don't have or never heard of an AMC? No problem. Do you
have a passion for old cars and want to see them restored? Need that hard-to-find
part? Stop in and talk with us, maybe we can help. If you think you’d be interested in joining our Club, then feel free to contact us via email, snail mail or cell
phone. Thanks!

Membership Application:
http://guistino.com/NorCal/NorCal_Application2014.pdf
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